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Executive summary
In recent years, distribution has come to the fore as a key factor impacting the hotel sector, as
evidenced by the increasing number of discussions, presentations and roundtables devoted to the
subject at industry conferences. The rise of the Internet, followed by the growth of social networking
and now the 'sharing economy' has added successive layers of complexity to the marketing and
distribution of hospitality services. While the attention of industry commentators has focused almost
exclusively on the various forms of electronic distribution, the fact is that, on average, over half of
hotel nights worldwide are still sold via conventional means (i.e. walk-ins, telephone, fax and email).
Online travel agencies (OTAs), in particular, have been the subject of endless discussion and
reportages. Meanwhile, the GDS (global distribution systems), channel, which represents the old
1970's technology, remains equally important for chain hotels and continues to grow – albeit at a
slower pace than the OTAs. Surprisingly, perhaps, OTA penetration is higher in regions outside North
America, due to the fact that the hotel sector is more fragmented there. Indeed, the large multi-brand
chains (e.g. Hilton, IHG, Marriott, etc.) typically get two-thirds to three-quarters of their online
bookings on their own Brand.com websites. Meanwhile, for independent hotels, these ratios are likely
to be reversed in favour of the OTAs. The OTA market has substantially consolidated in recent years
and now North America and Europe are dominated by the virtual duopoly of the two leading firms,
Priceline Group and Expedia. There are, however, some significant players in individual national
markets, like HRS in Germany or Ctrip and eLong in China.
It's likely that the original disruptors (the large OTAs) are themselves going to be increasingly
disrupted, notably by the launching of onsite booking by both Google and TripAdvisor, which has
veered from its original activity of posting guest commentaries to behaving like a metasearch site and
now is acting more and more like an OTA. Indeed, both travellers and hoteliers now have a viable
internet-based channel which allows them to sidestep the OTAs.
The other disruptors of course are the accommodation rental websites led by Airbnb, which are
already visibly taking share from the hotel industry – especially in some leisure markets like Spain.
Meanwhile, it is still an open question as to what degree these platforms can make significant inroads
into the hotel chains' core corporate business traveller segment. In any case, the OTAs are protecting
their flanks, as evidenced by the 245,000-odd rental properties listed on Booking.com and Expedia's
cooperation with HomeAway, an arch-rival of Airbnb.
Finally there are dark horses in the race too in the form of Amazon, which has dipped its toe into the
hotel distribution quagmire, Facebook with its 1.5bn user base and Ryanair, Europe's most successful
airline, which has sworn to give the big OTAs a 'run for their money'. In conclusion, the base of
companies and channels involved in hotel distribution will no doubt broaden, but only large wellfunded players with iconic brand names have a chance to succeed and economies of scale will be
essential in order to be profitable.
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Part I
1.Introduction
1.1 Objective
The objective of this report is to identify key trends in the distribution of hotel services and to project
how they will evolve. In order to accomplish this goal, the various hotel distribution channels are
analysed, regional differences are investigated and the varying distribution profiles of the different
segments of the hotel industry are evaluated. In conclusion, it is intended that the report will serve as a
valid basis for more detailed analysis and decision-making regarding an individual hotel or chain's
distribution strategy.

1.2 Structure
The report is divided into four parts as follows. Part I includes: an overview of the outlook for
spending on travel and tourism and of the structure of the international hotel industry in terms of brand
penetration and geographical spread ; a review of key issues impacting hotel distribution currently;
and a breakdown of distribution channels and their cost. Part II presents an evaluation of the role of
global distribution systems and tour operators in hotel distribution. Part III includes a thorough
analysis of online travel agents. Part IV evaluates the potential of metasearch, examines the evolving
role of Google and TripAdvisor as distribution platforms and looks at alternative channels with future
potential, such as Amazon, Facebook and Ryanair.
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2.Overviewof the Hotel Industry
2.1Outlook for spending on travel & tourism
Worldwide expenditure on travel and tourism should grow by over 50% in real (inflation-adjusted)
terms over the period 2014-2015, according to the WTTC (World Travel & Tourism Council). Crossborder spending is expected to grow slightly faster at almost 55% over the period which is good news
for hoteliers, since hotels are more likely to be used by international travellers than those on domestic
trips. On the other hand, business travel spending is projected to grow at a noticeably slower than
average pace which is relatively unfavourable for hotels, since business travellers are typically heavier
than average users of hotel accommodation.
FIGURE: SPENDING
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ON TRAVEL & TOURISM IN WORLDWIDE, 2014 & 2025 (US$ MILLION)
1

Type of T & T spending

2014

2025
(fore)

Average annual
1
growth rate (%)

% change
2014-2025

Incoming receipts
Domestic spending
2
Leisure travel spending
2
Business travel spending
Total spending

1,383.8
3,642.1
3,850.2
1,175.7
5,025.9

2,140.1
5,465.0
5,928.8
1,679.0
7,607.8

4.2
3.8
4.1
3.2
3.8

54.7%
50.1%
54.0%
42.8%
51.4%

1

2

Note: calculated at constant prices & exchange rates; Includes domestic and incoming expenditure.
SOURCE: WTTC

2.1.1Africa
Although spending on travel and tourism in Africa is slated to advance at a well above average rate,
rising by two-thirds from the 2014 level to 2025, the total will still represent an infinitesimal 3% of the
global figure in a decade's time.
FIGURE: SPENDING
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ON TRAVEL & TOURISM IN AFRICA, 2014 & 2025 (US$ MILLION)
1

Type of T & T spending

2014

2025
(fore)

Average annual
1
growth rate (%)

% change
2014-2025

Incoming receipts
Domestic spending
2
Leisure travel spending
2
Business travel spending
Total spending

51.5
86.6
95.9
42.3
138.2

84.8
145.9
160.9
69.9
230.8

4.7
4.9
4.9
4.8
4.8

64.7%
68.5%
67.8%
65.2%
67.0%

1

2

Note: calculated at constant prices & exchange rates; Includes domestic and incoming expenditure.
SOURCE: WTTC

2.1.2 Americas

5
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Marriott International

79

Source: Hotels, July/August 2015
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3.7.4 If you can't beat'em, join'em
While top executives in the hotel industry seem outwardly relatively unconcerned by the rapid
advances of the 'sharing economy' in the accommodation sector, several of the big groups are hedging
their bets by investing in home-sharing start-up rivals to Airbnb and launching digital initiatives
targeting travellers looking for alternative forms of accommodation27.
Hyatt has invested in Onefinestay
In late 2014, Hyatt Hotels joined a group of investors who participated in a US$40 million fundraising
round for London-based luxury home-sharing platform Onefinestay. According to Onefinestay cofounder and CEO, Greg Marsh, the collaboration between his company and the Chicago-based hotel
chain, has evolved beyond the funding relationship with the two lodging companies exploring multiple
ways to cooperate in the future.
The two companies have been conducting a modest pilot programme at the 5-star Hyatt Regency
London, The Churchill, over the past year. Onefinestay guests, who might be arriving in London on
an early morning flight have been offered the option of storing their bags and/or using guest rooms at
The Churchill to freshen up or tour the city while they wait for their rental accommodation to be
available for check-in28. For such guests, travelling in groups of three, four or more people, a hotel
would be an impractical and costly option compared to a Onefinestay property. Thus the two groups
see their offers as more complementary than competing with one another.
Loyalty programme links
Hotel loyalty schemes may offer an effective basis for partnerships between sharing economy
companies and traditional hotels. A business traveller may stay at hotels for work between 20 and 100
nights per year, but may seek redemption opportunities with an accommodation rental platform for
leisure travel. Hyatt isn’t the only hotel chain seeking ways to participate in the sharing economy. As
of late July it was rumoured that Marriott was exploring a redemption programme for Marriott
Rewards members with Airbnb, but the partnership idea was cancelled when some Marriott hotel
owners nixed the idea. In any case, such partnerships could be a 'win-win' for both the chains and the
rental platforms, which would gain another revenue stream by selling rental accommodation points to
the chain's frequent guest scheme; meanwhile the chains would be able to offer their loyalty
programme members yet another attractive redemption option.
Wyndham and IHG get in the act too
Wyndham Hotels is rumoured to have invested £7.5mn in London-based start-up LoveHomeSwap, a
subscription service that allows homeowners to swap their homes, according to the Financial Times,
although both companies have declined to confirm the report. Meanwhile IHG announced digital
initiatives in April including a partnership with Stay.com, an Oslo-based group that offers tailored
tourist guides.
Why not list on Airbnb?
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One distinct area of collaboration, already being exploited, is for a hotel to list its rooms on Airbnb,
which can work out to be a relatively cheap channel. Airbnb hosts pay only 3% per booking and the
guest pays 6-12% depending on length of stay. While listing on Airbnb might not be suitable for a
Four Seasons or a Kempinski property, for average economy and midscale hotels it could be a good
option.

HA Perspective
There is good reason to believe that the low budget leisure travel hotel sector is being impacted by
peer-to-peer rental sites, which include Airbnb, but many others, like the abovementioned
HomeAway, which is actually more specialised in holiday rentals in resort locations. Booking.com
already lists over 200,000 peer-to-peer accommodation rentals. Thus, it should be noted that Airbnb
neither invented peer-to-peer rentals nor do they have a monopoly on this type of activity.
Peer-to-peer drawbacks
In any case, major challenges remain for such accommodation rental platforms to make meaningful
inroads into the large hotel chain's core business traveller segment which requires certainty and
instantaneous booking, security and the guarantee that certain amenities will be available at the
property. Indeed, a significant impediment is the lack of instantaneous bookabilty of Airbnb
accommodation which often requires more than a 24-hour wait for confirmation from the host, though
the site does have an "instant book" option for hosts. There is also the risk of cancelation at the last
minute, as well as security concerns for corporate travellers, who need to have a guarantee of certain
amenities (e.g. good internet connection, plumbing that works, and speedy check-in and check-out).
Airbnb hosts who cancel within 7 days of check-in, are charged a US$100 fee and if they cancel more
than one reservation within a six-month period, they are charged US$50 per cancellation, which is
automatically deducted from future payments. So presumably, a host who cancels once in a six-month
period more than a week before the guest's arrival is subject to no penalty whatsoever, except not
being eligible to earn 'Superhost' status for one year after their most recent cancellation.
Hoteliers' competitive advantage
Hoteliers still have a distinct competitive advantage in their core customer market, which is the ability
to deliver a consistent guest experience. There is no standardisation of rooms at Airbnb properties, nor
is there the possibility to mingle with staff and fellow guests in a lobby. Also some basic services that
one would find in a midscale chain hotel are unlikely to be present, such as printing documents,
punctual room cleaning, clothing pressing before a business meeting, wake-up calls or complimentary
breakfast buffets.
Regulatory overhang
In addition, there is the question of regulation overhanging the sector. Up to now, moves to rein in
Airbnb-type activity have been spotty and inconsistent from country-to-country and city-to-city. It's
likely, however, in future that the regulatory noose will tighten around the sector's players. Hosts will
be required to be licensed and to pay bed night taxes (as well as income taxes). There are also
questions of insurance, health and safety to be resolved. In addition, there is increasing restiveness a
the municipal level about Airbnb-type activity reducing housing supply for residents – particularly
those in the lower income brackets.
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5. Global Distribution Systems (GDS)
GDS (global distribution systems) are pre-internet electronic travel distribution networks that were
originally set up by the airlines in the 1970's. The GDS are increasingly looking to the hotel sector as a
source of growth, since the airline sector became a less reliable client base. Indeed, the rapidly
expanding LCCs in Europe have largely avoided using the GDS, since they have achieved a high
proportion of direct bookings on their own websites. Furthermore, there are now signs that even the
legacy carriers are seeking to cut out the GDS. For example, as of 1 September 2015, the Lufthansa
Group, one of the big three network carriers in Europe, has begun levying a surcharge, €16 for every
ticket issued by a booking channel using GDS, in an effort to encourage clients to use the airline's
direct booking channel, LHGroup-agent.com, and corporate customers are now able to book their
individually negotiated contract rates (excluding the surcharge) at www.LH.com.1

5.1 GDS more important than OTAS
While metasearch, OTAs and 'opaque' channels are written about and discussed endlessly at hotel
industry conferences, GDS continue to deliver solid growth and high average rates to hoteliers.
Surprising perhaps to some, the GDS channel, which links high street travel agents and corporate
travel management companies to hotels, is still a more important booking channel for hotels than the
much-discussed OTAs. For instance, in Q1 & Q2 2015, hotel reservations via GDS accounted for
20.6% and 19.3%, respectively, of the total in the US versus only 14.8% and 16.4%, respectively, for
OTAs, according to Travelclick.com. While OTAs continue to show a higher growth rate than the
GDS, the channel continues to demonstrate growth, especially with higher ADR bookings. Indeed, in
Q2 2015, GDS posted a year-on-year growth rate in ADR of 4.6%, as against 3.9% for OTAs and
3.8% for brand.com and chain central reservation systems (CRS).

5.2 Four major GDS
There are three major GDS groups operating worldwide, including: Amadeus, Sabre, and Travelport
which owns Galileo and Worldspan. While the four abovementioned GDS clearly dominate the
market in North America and Europe, there are significant local players in Asia, such as AXESS
International Network, the leading Japanese GDS and Travelsky in China, and in Russia, SirenaTravel GDS.

5.2.1 Amadeus
Originally created by a consortium of European airlines, including, Air France, Iberia, Lufthansa and
SAS in 1987, today Amadeus, now publicly quoted in Madrid, connects travel agencies to some 300
chains and 235,000 individual hotel properties. Through Amadeus LinkHotel, Amadeus provides
connections for over 800 independent and small-chain hotels located in 80 markets to the multi-GDS
and online travel community. Like its GDS rivals, Amadeus has been steadily increasing its hotelrelated portfolio of businesses in an effort to develop revenue streams away from the traditional air
ticket distribution business. Nevertheless, air travel still dominates the business, as shown by revenue
figures for the first half of 2015.
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At the same time, Travelport distributes Hotelzon-contracted hotels including the special rates
negotiated for corporations through the existing Travelport hotel booking system used by Travelport's
TMC clients, which means that they can now be booked directly by the corporate travel agencies who
work with Travelport. The plan is to significantly grow this booking capability, particularly in
international regions where there the hotel sector is more fragmented than in the US.
Hotelzon currently operates in many European locations, including the UK, Finland, Sweden,
Romania, France, Poland, Ireland, Denmark, Norway and Portugal, and is connected to over 175,000
individual hotel properties. The business already has an extensive corporate customer base worldwide,
and works with several of the world’s largest TMCs.
Travelport – HRS agreement
In mid-April 2015, Travelport concluded a multi-year distribution agreement with the German OTA,
HRS, which is now linked to all three GDs platforms (including Amadeus and Sabre). The HRS link
has added an additional 70,000 hotels to Travelport's inventory. The implementation should be
concluded in the Q4 2015, according to Rainer Puster, PR Manager for HRS Corporate. As a result of
the accord, the 70,000 hotels listed by HRS will have expanded distribution possibilities with no
increase in commission cost, as HRS and Travelport will split the commission for every booking.
At the moment, there are 250,000 properties listed with HRS, of which 35,000 are assigned to the
HRS Business Rate programme, but only a part of the total (about 70,000 hotels) will be distributed
via the joint venture deal. In fact, HRS has said precisely how many. HRS Managing Director, Tobias
Ragge notes that, "The Travelport platform enables to us to reach travel managers around the globe
and thereby increase the reach of our hotel partners....". The agreement fits into the OTA's strategy of
further developing the hotel segment and business travel linked with airlines.
Profitability questioned
Carolin Brauer, Director of Quality Reservations, a Hannover-based hotel distribution consultancy,
and editorial expert for hospitalityInside.com, remarks that, "For the agents who use a GDS system,
this means more content (hotel data) and this is important for Germany because there are many
independent, privately managed hotels and boarding houses in our market. Whether there will be a
demand for these hotels and boarding houses from customers from abroad remains to be seen. In any
case, a high volume of transactions will be necessary to make the joint venture profitable."
According to Brauer, many TMCs and SMEs within the corporate sector will be better served. Then
again, these SMEs frequently have contracts with midscale hotels that were not always listed in the
GDS. "If all of these hotels are also now listed in the GDS, the booking process will become easier",
she notes. The model is not new and the expert cautions that, HRS' subsidiary, hotel.de, had already
(unsuccessfully) tried this approach in the past. And so, she questions the potential profitability of this
business model – since the contract rates are typically net and commission-free. 8

5.2.4 AXESS International Network
Founded in 1991, AXESS International Network, the leading Japanese GDS, connects subscribers to
over 150 airlines, over 290 hotel chains and more than 90,000 individual hotel properties, as well as to
26 car rental chains and other travel related products.9
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Google’s further entry into the travel-booking space and OTA consolidation has spawned two schools
of thought in terms of how regulators view Expedia’s pending acquisition. One view, as stated by
Guggenheim Securities analyst Paul Gallant, holds that Google’s move could help mitigate antitrust
concerns. “We view [Google’s, Amazon’s and TripAdvisor’s] collective entry into the OTA market as
a materially positive development for Expedia-Orbitz, because a proposed merger with potentially
about 80% market share would face a reasonable risk of being challenged,” Gallant wrote in an op-ed
column for the financial weekly, Barron’s, in July 2015. Other analysts, however, maintain that the
market share controlled by Expedia and Priceline might raise further red flags for antitrust regulators.
UBS analysts, for example, downgraded Orbitz shares because of the perceived risk that regulators
would nix the deal, as noted above.6
At stake is a US online travel market that will account for 45% of domestic travel spending in 2015
and is estimated to have surged by 37% between 2012 and 2016, to reach US$166.2 billion, according
to Phocuswright. So far, OTAs account for about a third of that market, while travel suppliers account
for the rest.
How quickly larger, but less specialised intermediaries like Google and Amazon, impact that market
and further hem in OTAs remains an open question. While neither Google nor Amazon are publicising
or even disclosing details about their future moves into direct travel booking, this development could
have a major impact on online travel because of the sheer size and web-dominance of those two
companies.
In spring 2015, Web-traffic research firm, ComScore, estimated that Google’s sites attract more than
200 million unique monthly visitors, the most of any single US entity, while Amazon’s and
TripAdvisor’s sites draw 175 million and 59 million visitors, respectively. By comparison, Expedia’s
sites were registering only about 24 million visitors. And, while additional intermediaries such as
Google, which so far has acted primarily as a metasearch site for travel, may be cause for concern
among OTAs, they have also given OTA leaders like Expedia CEO Dara Khosrowshahi an argument
against the perceived industry consolidation that has caused antitrust regulators to continue to
investigate the Expedia-Orbitz deal, should they themselves feel threatened in future (by Google and
TripAdvsior market dominance). “We’re one of the largest travel players in the world, [yet] we’re less
than 5% of the global marketplace,” Khosrowshahi noted in a June 2015 interview. Regardless of the
DoJ's decision, the combination of larger Web intermediaries moving further into the online travel
space, coupled with continued OTA consolidation, ensures that smaller online travel companies will
continue to be squeezed out, not only in the US, but worldwide.

7.2.2 European OTA market shares
The tables below show the estimated market shares by selected country of the three major OTA
groups active in the European hotel market, which are: Priceline/Booking.com, HRS (Hotel
Reservation System) and Expedia. As can be seen, according to the research of Professor Roland
Schegg of the Institute of Tourism, HES-SO Valais, Switzerland, the three groups together control
almost 90% of the overall European market for hotel bookings via the OTA channel.7 While two
important countries, France and the UK, were not included in the study, it can be reasonably assumed
that the three groups (primarily Priceline and Expedia) account for between 85% and 90% of the OTA
bookings in those two markets.
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8.Metasearch
Metasearch sites offer travellers a maximum of possibilities when searching flight routes, hotel stays,
packages and car rentals, but no facility for booking. Thus, when customers click on an item, they are
sent to the website of a travel supplier or another intermediary – typically an OTA. Such sites make
money from advertising and pay-per-click revenue. Some examples of dedicated metasearch sites
include: Trivago (Expedia affiliate), Kayak (Priceline affiliate), Hipmunk, Sidestep, mobissimo,
Skycanner, TravelSupermarket and HotelsCombined. In reality, Google and TripAdvisor are
increasingly dominating the metasearch space and the big OTAs like Expedia and Priceline are also
used for metasearch purposes to a large extent.

8.1 Big OTAs have entered the sector
Starting almost three years ago the two big OTAs, Priceline and Expedia moved to acquire two of the
top metasearch players, essentially for defensive reasons, as they wished to broaden their footprint in
the online travel space and forestall potential competitors. Priceline acted first with its November 2012
purchase of Kayakfor US$1.8bn and Expedia was obliged to follow suit and acquired a majority stake
in the German hotel metasearch platform, Trivago, for US$632 million in March 2013. Trivago
provides links to some 700,000 hotels on more than 250 booking sites worldwide.

8.2 A third of travel shoppers use metasearch
Over the last decade, metasearch has gained in popularity and, according to PhoCusWright, about onethird of online shoppers for travel worldwide are using metasearch sites as a primary source of
information for their purchases. As can be seen below, the Chinese are particularly heavy users of
metasearch sites.
FIGURE: PERCENTAGE OF TRAVEL SHOPPERS USING METASEARCH BY SELECTED MAJOR COUNTRY, 2014
Country
% using metasearch

US

UK

France

Germany

China

36%

35%

38%

42%

54%

.
Source: PhoCusWright

  

8.3 Metasearch not adapted for direct booking
However, PhoCusWright notes that only 1% of all shoppers arriving on hotel brand websites originate
from a metasearch engine. This indicates that hotel brands have not fully exploited the selling
opportunities offered by metasearch sites. The problem is that frequently the only option to purchase a
room from the hotel listed on a metasearch site is via an OTA. First of all, many hotel suppliers are not
even connected to metasearch engines, partly because this is a complex, time consuming and
expensive process. The proliferation of metasearch and supplier websites has resulted in many
different APIs (application programme interfaces), languages, currencies and other complex factors to
deal with, not to mention all the various business models like CPC (cost-per-click), CPA (cost per
acquisition) and bidding.1
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Over the past three years little has changed with respect to the business model of the leading
metasearch sites apart from their ownership structure. The question now is what can the platforms do
to remain relevant in light of the moves by Google and TripAdvisor to introduce instant booking on
their websites? In any case, for the reasons explained above, accommodation probably has more
growth potential than flights.
At a Phocuswright Europe meeting in Dublin in May 2015, a panel representing the metasearch sector
floated the idea that travel metasearch may find itself being forced to move from pure price
comparison to product comparison. In view of the consolidation of OTAs which are major suppliers of
inventory to metasearch travel engines, as well as direct hotel suppliers, price differences are likely to
narrow, which could reduce the utility of metasearch .7
So to survive and grow, travel metasearch engines will have to consider how they can highlight
product differences in other ways - perhaps even making price a secondary (but still important)
criterion for influencing consumer choice. While most metasearch engines have those elements as part
of the filtering process, the price of the core product is still portrayed as the most important part of a
search.
However, given the unbundling of products in the air and accommodation sectors into ancillary
services, which are can be purchased separately, the ability to search using those elements – adding
and subtracting each one during the process – could be the way forward. This approach is increasingly
part of the booking process on supplier sites (slice and dice a product before arriving at the final
price), so why shouldn't the consumer-lead-generation intermediaries do the same thing?

9.Google
With no fanfare, Google Hotel Finder was quietly launched in mid-2011 as a metasearch platform for
hotels. There were initial hopes that the site could provide hotels and chains with a channel that would
increase direct online bookings. However, the search engine giant seemed to put little effort into
promoting the site, which is still not well known - either to the general public or industry players. It
now seems that Google launched the platform as a sort of experiment to be followed and observed.
Indeed the competition in the metasearch segment has increased considerably over the past four years
with Priceline/Booking’s Kayak, Expedia’s Trivago and TripAdvisor all entering the fray in earnest.
The key distinguishing feature of Hotel Finder is Google’s Hotel Price Ads (HPA), which allow hotel
marketers to engage in CPC (cost-per-click) bidding for rate placement on the individual hotel pages
of the platform. Hotel Price Ads (HPA), Google's most important hotel booking platform, are
sponsored price listings that usually appear on Google Maps, Google+, and Google Hotel Finder.
Google HPA is a game-changer in many ways, as Google caches all the rates on their database and
requires at least 95% accuracy from all suppliers. Also Google was the first to introduce real-time
bidding in metasearch. A supplier can bid the cost of a click based on many factors like room rate,
length-of-stay, user country and more. There is the option to bid manually on a tool or use a
programme through an API (Application Protocol Interface). Google sends daily reports via email or
an API, which includes detailed information like clicks, cost, impression, position and other important
attributes.8
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This process is quite helpful for managing marketing campaigns and optimising ROI. Since the
introduction of Google HPA, several metasearch sites have also introduced bidding, albeit in various
formats, including TripAdvisor and the Chinese platform, Qunar. With so many options for
metasearch management, there are a variety of opportunities available for marketers to optimise their
campaigns, but this also has presented challenges for many hoteliers and other marketers, who are
unfamiliar with managing real-time bidding for metasearch marketing. This is further complicated by
the fact that HPA bidding is far more complex than ad-word bidding.
The result is that either hotel suppliers are not getting enough click volume because of low bids, or
that they are bidding too high for positions, which results in an inconsistent ROI. Hotel suppliers and
their agencies are having a hard time keeping up with the speed and complexity required to manage,
track and report on Google HPA campaigns.
HPA is the hotel equivalent of the proprietary airline booking software of ITA, which Google acquired
in 2011. Furthermore, Hotel Price Ads are not the same thing as AdWords and require a link to a
hotel’s central reservation system and/or GDS to start using HPA, as noted above. There is only one
advantage using AdWords and that is to get priority placement on Google's SERPs (search engine
results page), according to Jack Allen of NVI, a Montreal-based online marketing agency. Getting a
better ranking in Hotel Finder will not necessarily yield a direct ROI, but it does provide an alternative
to the current OTA booking channel. Whether or not it is cheaper than an OTA depends on the CPC
and the conversion ratio as explained below.

9.1 Google Hotel Price Ads
Hotel Price Ads work in a similar fashion to AdWords. Hotels and OTAs bid on certain locations and
words. It is essentially a closed bidding contest between OTAs and the hotel chains. However, there is
a better ROI than AdWords, maintains Allen, which is due to the comparative nature of Hotel Finder.
Unlike an AdWords ad, users who click on an HPA will most likely have already compared the
subject property with others in the region, which should lead to a much higher conversion rate. Even
given these advantages, HPA seems to be relatively underutilised by hotel chains.

9.1.1 Intermediaries for Google Hotel Price Ads
There is no definitive publicly available list of OTAs, chains and CRS that are authorised by Google
to provide connectivity for hotels bidding for Hotel Price Ads. When Philipp Ries from Google Zurich
was asked the question on 19 March 2014 at the Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne, he stated that no such
list could be provided, leaving the impression that it was either confidential or that it was not in his
possession. In any case, the OTAs and hotel chains that do have the authorisation do not make use of
the functionality at all times for all properties. Typically, it is a subset of the properties on an ‘on and
off’ basis that are engaged in the process.
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Accor also participates in TripAdvisor Instant Booking, where about one-third of the hotels listed on
TripAdvisor, or some 235,000 properties, can now be booked on the site. Through Book on Google
and TripAdvisor's Instant Booking, hotel brands pay much lower commission than they do to the large
OTA duopoly, Expedia Inc. and Booking.com.

HA Perspective
In launching its Instant Booking platform like TripAdvisor (discussed below on ppg___), Google is
starting to compete with its two biggest customers which are the two largest OTAs, Expedia and
Priceline. It can be said, however, that Googles is ultimately in a stronger position than TripAdvisor,
since the two big OTAs contribute only about 5% of the search engine giant's revenues - or about
Us$3.3bn based on 2014 figures - as opposed to TripAdvisor which derives almost half its revenue
from the two large OTAs. Nevertheless, Priceline, which is the market-leading OTA for
accommodation, booked about US$8bn in agency and merchant fees in 2014. So, theoretically
speaking, replacing US$3.3bn of advertising revenues with hotel booking fees would be no mean feat.
However, it's unlikely that the two big OTAs will eliminate Google as an advertising platform any
time soon. Thus, for the foreseeable future, it's likely that Google will continue to depend essentially
on advertising which generated almost 90% of total revenue in 2014.

10.Customer Reviews
Reviews and online user-generated content are of demonstrable importance for traveller decisionmaking when choosing a hotel. According to a 2014 study published by the Preston Robert Tisch
Center for Hospitality and Tourism at New York University, travellers are 3.9 times more likely to
choose a hotel with higher review scores when the prices are the same. And when hotel prices are
increased for hotels with better review scores, travellers are still more likely to book the hotel with the
higher score even when it costs more. In fact, according to the study, 76% of travellers were willing to
pay more for a hotel with higher review scores, when asked explicitly. Furthermore, travellers
participating in this study reported that reviews and online consumer opinions rank as the most
important factor in making hotel booking decisions, with 69% of leisure travellers and 72% of
business travellers having rated reviews and consumer opinions posted online as "extremely
important/very important" in their booking decision when choosing a hotel, even more so than
recommendations from friends/family, advertisements, editorial content, email newsletters and
books/travel guides.12

10.1 Nationalities matter
The results of Priceline's Agoda.com's most recent Travel Smarts survey, shows the nationalities that
give the best and worst hotel review scores on average. Russians emerged as the most generous, while
travellers from the UAE are the most demanding. The survey, conducted in July 2015, analysed over
seven million Agoda.com hotel reviews from travellers worldwide to determine which nationalities
tended to rate hotels higher or lower than average. Agoda.com travellers can submit reviews for hotels
after every stay by scoring hotels on a scale of 0 to 10 in six categories. Thus, a hotel's review score is
an average of the ratings of the six categories.
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The global average review score among Agoda.com travellers is 8.52 out of 10. Russian travellers
tend to give the highest scores. As a group, they give hotel scores 0.56 review points higher than the
global average. Egyptian, Irish and Polish travellers also give significantly higher scores and Chinese
travellers placed in the top 10, coming in eighth. Meanwhile, the most critical reviewers are Emiratis,
who give scores 0.32 review points lower than average. Japanese, Omani and Indian travellers also
give hotel review scores significantly lower than the norm. Meanwhile, travellers from Spain,
Denmark, Canada, South Africa, Bahrain, Taiwan and South Korea submit reviews with scores closest
to the global average. Their scores fall within .04 points of the norm.
"Travellers from different countries tend to have different review rating standards depending on their
travel patterns, spending power, and just general likes and dislikes," notes John Brown, COO at
Agoda.com. "Our customers are from all over the world so our ratings will reflect the average. On our
website and mobile app you can also read detailed reviews and even see which country each traveller
is from," he adds.13
FIGURE: AVERAGE REVIEW DIVERGENCE BY NATIONALITY*, 2015  
Rank

Country

1  
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7  
8  
9  
10  
11  
12  
13  
14  
15  
16  
17  
18  
19  
20  
21  
22  
23  
24  
25  
26  
27  
28  
29  
30  
31  
32  
33  
34  
35  
36  

Russia  
Egypt  
Ireland  
Poland  
Israel  
Sweden  
Philippines  
Mainland China  
Finland  
US  
Switzerland  
UK  
New Zealand  
Netherlands  
Australia  
Italy  
Thailand  
Spain  
Denmark  
Canada  
South Africa  
Bahrain  
Taiwan  
South Korea  
Brunei Darussalam  
Indonesia  
Malaysia  
France  
Saudi Arabia  
Kuwait  
Singapore  
Macau  
Norway  
Germany  
Pakistan  
Belgium  

Score**
0.56  
0.47  
0.43  
0.42  
0.33  
0.30  
0.29  
0.27  
0.19  
0.18  
0.13  
0.11  
0.09  
0.07  
0.06  
0.05  
0.05  
0.03  
0.03  
0.02  
0.02  
-0.02  
-0.03  
-0.04  
-0.06  
-0.09  
-0.10  
-0.11  
-0.12  
-0.12  
-0.12  
-0.13  
-0.15  
-0.16  
-0.17  
-0.20  
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Instant Booking’s CPA is based on competitive bidding, with position based on how much revenue
TripAdvisor potentially makes from the deal. As supply grows, so will competition, creating bid
inflation and driving up the customer acquisition cost. With ‘normal’ metasearch, hotels can
compensate by trying to increase their conversion rate, but since the customer remains entirely within
the Instant Booking process until the confirmation email, such techniques cannot be applied in this
case.
Thus, while Instant Booking presents an interesting and currently cost-effective channel to supplement
or even mitigate the power of the major OTAs, hotels need to monitor it closely to ensure that costs
remain under control. Instead of being 'set-and-forget' like many other systems, using this channel
requires actively monitoring analytics on a regular basis and adjusting bidding strategies almost in real
time, further adding to the ever-growing list of tasks that need to be managed by a hotel's distribution
team.
Cost per action (CPA), sometimes known as pay per action (PPA) and cost per conversion, is an
online advertising pricing model where the advertiser pays for each specified action - for example, an
impression, click, form submit (e.g., contact request, newsletter sign up, registration etc.), double optin or sale.
Direct response advertisers consider CPA to be the optimal way to buy online advertising, as an
advertiser only pays for the ad when the desired action has occurred. The desired action to be
performed is determined by the advertiser. Radio and TV stations also sometimes offer unsold
inventory on a cost-per-action basis, but this form of advertising is most often referred to as "per
inquiry". Although less common, print media will also sometimes be sold on a CPA basis.
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“This is cool except that it still indicates that HotelTonight is better at marketing hotel rooms, even
during highly compressed [high demand] periods, than the hotels themselves, which is depressing,”
says hotel industry veteran Tom Botts, adding that, “But at least they are getting good guy points for
sharing the increased rates they are charging.”27
Meanwhile, Kelly Keegan, revenue manager at The Godfrey Hotel Chicago, says she started using
HotelTonight about a year and a half ago and found it to be an “instant success.” She incorporates
HotelTonight into her everyday strategy. Like several other hoteliers, Keegan favourably mentioned
HotelTonight’s “pre-buys,” which did well for the property during the July 4th weekend when the
Grateful Dead performed in Chicago. Keegan finds the HotelTonight’s extranet easy to use and from a
consumer standpoint thinks the app “flows quicker” because it is well-written, visually oriented and
not bogged down with heavy content.

HA Perspective
HotelTonight can certainly generate revenue growth; the question is whether enough is falling to the
bottom line to remunerate the site's owners, who count amongst their number, the iconic hotel industry
figure, Barry Sternlicht , according to the group's website. The company does seem to have found a
niche and is rendering well-appreciated services – particularly to independent hoteliers. Given the very
high rate of mobile usage for searching and booking in China, the country could offer some excellent
growth prospects. HotelTonight's future wellbeing is based on hoteliers continuing to sell cheap rooms
at the last minute. In the unlikely event that hoteliers were able to reverse the process and charge high
rates for last-minute bookings (like the airlines), this could pose a problem for the likes of
HotelTonight.
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13. Other Channels
Besides the traditional travel agents, GDS, OTAs and metasearch sites, alternative hotel distribution
channels continue to pop up. While marginal OTAs like eDreams are doomed to failure, large
companies that already have a substantial (or even huge) customer base, as well as a well-established
brand name, are increasingly entering the sector. These companies are leveraging their brands into the
hospitality distribution space and have the financial wherewithal to last through the initial start-up
phase. Of course, in order to be profitable in their efforts, they will have to generate significant
volume like the big OTAs.

13.1 Amazon
Amazon's foray into hotel distribution, which was officially announced last November (2014), has
been dismissed as a marginal event of little importance by the major intermediaries like the big OTAs.
However, the company has a solid reputation as a disrupter and its choice to enter the hotel booking
arena should not be taken lightly.

13.1.1 Former Expedia exec hired
In a sign of commitment to its nascent hotel business, Amazon appointed Tim Lane, an ex-Expedia
lodging-operations vice president, to the new position of general manager of 'Amazon Destinations',
which is a derivative of 'Amazon Local', and allows hotels, resorts and B&B's to advertise there and
for users to sort by location.28

13.1.2 Road Trips, Not Flights
The retailing behemoth has taken a targeted approach to its hotel offering. In April 2015, the company
announced its revamped hotel service called Amazon Destinations which is available on desktop and
mobile. The company's revamped hotel product emphasises weekend getaways within driving distance
of major metropolitan areas and includes published-rate hotels, and not merely the steep discounts that
Amazon had been offering through Amazon Local for several years.
In this way, Amazon Local for travel is making a transition from being primarily a site for cheap hotel
deals into Amazon Destinations, which promotes the attributes of attractive getaway destinations and
works with hoteliers directly on an ongoing basis. Amazon’s new homepage for travel now features
hotels sorted into 6 US regions: the Northeast, Southeast, Pacific Northwest, Texas and the Gulf
Coast, Northern California and Southern California. Within each region there is a list of featured
destinations, of which there are 35 in all, that can be chosen, as shown below for the Northeast region.
FIGURE: AMAZON LOCAL'S NORTHEAST REGION HOTEL DESTINATIONS, 2015
The Adirondacks (New York State)
Vermont
The Poconos (Pennsylvania)
The Catskills (New York State)
The New Jersey Shore
The Hamptons (Long Island, New York State)
Pennsylvania Dutch / Amish Country
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